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 The IT Leader’s Guide to Fast App
Development
Accelerate your digital transformation with modern app architecture patterns
that you can combine for custom solutions.
  

Chapter 1: Deliver Business Apps Faster

Jumpstart your digital transformation with code and low-code app development platforms.

What does every business need to do right now? Accelerate the shift to digital across all customer channels.

Delivering modern customer experiences requires embracing a combination of no-code tools and programmable

code to better leverage diverse skill sets on your team. 

 

Automation will be even bigger next year and beyond, so IT leaders should be thinking about how they can automate

with low-code platforms. Automating business workflows is paramount, but if IT can also automate the software

release pipeline, you can increase your team’s ability to continuously deliver in the context of both low and pro code.

And if you can automate the testing process along the way, you can minimize bugs in your software development

process. Do this, and everyone wins — the developer, the organization, and the end customer. 

“The future of app development is low code and pro code working together.”

Developers are building the apps and processes that help their organizations bridge the divide, remain connected to

their customers, and stay relevant in this digital-first world. The demand for developers is slated to grow 22% annually

between now and 2029. Organizations can meet the developer demand halfway by delivering a developer experience

that supercharges collaboration between low-code developers and pro-code developers. When components can be

leveraged outside of Salesforce and be reused by low-code devs, you can create incredibly agile small teams and a

single common delivery pipeline for all app builders. IT leaders and developers will deliver Customer 360 business

apps faster than ever.

Elevate low code with elastic scale.

Delivering modern apps requires effort across an entire organization, leveraging a range of business processes and

programmer skills. Low-code tools that automate business processes are more powerful when combined with elastic

scale and open language flexibility.

Bring open languages to low code.

Modern application development platforms must provide this full spectrum of low code-to-code capabilities and

scale with confidence to meet any demand. Declarative builders can now extend their low-code tools such as Flow.

Flow has on-demand functions and long-running services that can scale elastically on the platform, taking advantage

of powerful customizations written in industry-standard languages, all within the Salesforce trust boundary.

Programmatic developers and declarative app builders can now work in parallel on the Salesforce Platform to enable

IT buyers and executives to leverage a wide array of developer skill sets to amplify productivity.

Deliver the power of Salesforce data.

Get visibility and actionability across all your Salesforce orgs. Consolidate and transform data across multiple

Salesforce orgs, then stream that data to drive real-time apps, actions, and insights. The data becomes useful to

numerous objects within a single Salesforce org and across many Salesforce orgs, and connects to other data across

the enterprise.

To showcase the possibilities for creating business apps with a modern app dev experience, we’re sharing a set of

architecture solution patterns that expand the power of the Salesforce Platform to all developers.

Learn the patterns you need to:

Scale apps quickly

Deepen your service capabilities

Pull analytics across orgs

Reliable patterns like these will help companies worldwide accelerate their digital transformations and deliver lower-

cost solutions more quickly.

 
Chris Marino 

Sr. Director of Product Management 

Salesforce

Supercharge your low-code or pro-code collaborations.

 

Leverage a seamless developer experience.

Leverage a seamless developer experience to deliver modern

business apps. IT can benefit from no-code, low-code, and pro-

code builders working together through common abstractions

such as source-driven development and multiple environments

such as scratch orgs, review apps, or having a CI/CD pipeline view

of delivering apps quickly on the platform.
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Chapter 2: Scale Apps Quickly Scale elastically and efficiently.

Low code enables companies to leverage a wide range of

skill sets to work together to build end-to-end digital

experiences, all within the Salesforce trust boundary.

Leverage flexibility by using tools of choice

Amplify productivity by working independently in

parallel

Build contact-free experiences that scale to millions of

customers
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 Chapter 2: Scale Apps Quickly
Create contact-free customer experiences using elastic low code.
 DEC 1 6 ,  2 0 2 0 .  TIME TO  READ:  2  MIN UTES

 

Projects that once had multiyear timelines are being delivered in days to address strenuous customer requirements.

See how this financial tech company built an automated loan processing service in one weekend. However, a

persistent shortage in developer talent means businesses can't readily hire their way to meeting customer demands.

Instead, they can turn to low-code tools to lower the barrier to entry for development, automating manual tasks, and

empowering the customer for unique self-service, contactless transactions. 

Developers can take full advantage of modern app dev compute patterns, industry standards, open languages, and

libraries integrated with Salesforce data. This makes it possible to deliver more complete solutions containing

complex business logic in Salesforce without writing custom Apex code. Interactions with customer-facing apps or

any app can be captured, or trigger flows to enable seamless, integrated B2C experiences.

Heroku capabilities are ideal for running services for high-traffic, customer-facing web and mobile apps and APIs. It’s a

single compute and data platform that scales elastically and efficiently with any business’s compute and data needs.

Elastic low code is perfect for building frictionless consumer-facing experiences fast. For example, a car manufacturer

can use low code to quickly build a customer-facing web app that lets customers shop for cars online, down to the

last detail. The app finds the vehicle, creates the order form, and sends the customer a QR code via email. These

actions trigger a workflow that generates the sales contract, and all the customer has to do is show up and pick up the

car. These are compute-intensive processes, but with elastic compute, the app scales effortlessly to serve 100 or

100,000 customers at once.

Elastic low code is also ideal for implementing touchless transactions. Just create a function on the Salesforce

Platform that generates the necessary QR code. Once the flow is there, any admin who wants to generate a QR code

can reference that function by just mapping the field and be done. Every time there’s a similar need, the admin can

use the same function again. Repeating functions makes it easy to build new experiences and ensures that older, on-

premises code can be reused, modernized, and leveraged in more ways than before. With low code and elastic

compute, you can modernize your apps quickly to meet customer needs and deliver the seamless, contactless

experiences they expect.

Delivering modern apps requires effort across an entire organization, leveraging a range of business processes and

programmer skills. Low-code tools that automate business processes are more powerful when combined with elastic

scale and open language flexibility.

 

Realize the benefits of elastic low code.

What can you do with the elastic low-code pattern?

Elevate low code with elastic scale.
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Chapter 3: Deepen Your Service
Capabilities

Your customers have different systems. Unite them to

elevate service.

Heroku allows you to sync customer data without moving all

the info.

Unite multiple platforms without rewriting apps 

Ensure companywide data sharing

Create real-time customer service experiences
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 Chapter 3: Deepen Your Service Capabilities
Connect your systems for proactive service with a shared event bus.
  

The modern approach to service means solving customer issues in real time or offering a solution before it’s needed.

Doing this well means capturing events as they happen. You can set up your systems to talk to one location instead of

to each other. It’s easier than you think to build a pipeline that streams data to drive real-time apps, actions, and

insights.

Perhaps you are using Oracle, Salesforce, and many other customer apps you’ve built. Some are running on AWS and

other multiple clouds, or on similar solutions. You have spaghetti code instead of a central hub where all systems talk

to one location. A shared event bus takes events generated on the platform and extends them off-platform onto a

public cloud or on premises. You want to be able to make sure that your customer info stays in sync — and it’s a lot of

data — and you aren’t going to move all the information from SAP into Salesforce. You can now use a shared event bus

to look across systems and connect the data for you.

Build a unified event feed that not only captures the data changes occurring in multiple Salesforce and Work.com orgs

but can also ingest changes to the Postgres database from customer-facing experiences. Unified event feeds provide a

centralized Kafka-based event bus that takes action on all occasions. Developers can build applications with Lightning

web components that enable enterprises to contextual channel events back into Lightning desktop and mobile

experiences in a central “hub“ org.

Streaming is scalable to multiple objects in a single Salesforce org and scalable to many Salesforce orgs — including

Work.com, Service Cloud, and Sales Cloud. Not only can you quickly provide visibility across orgs, but you can capture

changes and report on how records have changed over time across objects and orgs. Designing enterprise systems

within Salesforce trust boundaries opens up possibilities like triggering standard business processes from Heroku apps

subscribed to an Apache Kafka event bus using the Salesforce Flow REST API. For example, when a customer

purchases an item on your website, it can trigger low-code tools for internal fulfillment workflows and analytics.

Every new application is built off the shared event bus to access all the info. Heroku unites multiple platforms to

create more flexibility, develop new solutions, and enable you to achieve the highest levels of service.

A shared event bus is great for apps that need to digest a lot of real-time information. For example, going back to our

car manufacturer example, the manufacturer can (with the customer’s permission) collect real-time data on their

vehicles so customers will never miss a critical service. The car can send all its data such as mileage, location, or

emergency service needs through shared event bus technology. The app collects diagnostic data on the vehicles and

shares it with the dealership. The dealership can stay knowledgeable about the health of the car and be proactive

about maintenance. The dealership gets the benefits of real-time data without having to store or manage that data

itself. No infrastructure or operational upgrades required. The customer receives the advantage of being proactively

alerted about any service issues with the vehicle, such as battery replacement or an oil change. Real-time streaming

data strengthens the customer-to-brand relationship by providing better customer service.

 

Centralize with a shared event bus.

What can you do with the shared event bus pattern?
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Chapter 4: Pull Analytics Across
Orgs

Seventy percent of Salesforce customers have multiple

Salesforce orgs.

Heroku can help you unite your orgs and act on the data in

one place.

See all your data across orgs

Understand how your whole business operates

Get the data to make decisions and develop new

solutions
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 Chapter 4: Pull Analytics Across Orgs
Get the data to make decisions.
  

The average Salesforce customer has multiple orgs. These orgs usually arise as a result of mergers and acquisitions.

They can also arise due to large organizations deploying separate orgs over time for various geographies, business

divisions, or departments.

Sales, service, different regions, or company subsidiaries need to share data and benefit from cross-org initiatives.

Company leaders need a single view of their customer and business data. This single pane of glass view enables

companies to drive internal efficiencies for cross-sell/upsell, automate business actions, integrate omni-channel

experiences that bridge sales and service, consolidate data, and extend multi-org data into data lakes.

For example, a company with five acquisitions can consolidate all the business and sales data across those five

acquired companies. They can then use this information to create companywide sales targets, consolidate multiple

service departments, or share leads and contacts for cross-sell/upsell opportunities.

Using Heroku Connect, you can create aggregated datasets from multiple Salesforce orgs using records pulled from

many Salesforce objects. You can use Heroku to simplify data visibility across these orgs and enable users to take

actions on Salesforce data in any org of your choice, and you can use it to build new customer engagement

experiences united around a single ID. Using the new Multi-Org Visibility & Actionability Salesforce Labs Package for

Work.com, Salesforce admins and developers can now accelerate the time to value for these solutions in just a few

clicks on the platform while having the flexibility to customize it for their business needs.

Multi-org visibility is great for when you need a single view of all your Salesforce data across multiple orgs. In our car

manufacturer example, one car maker may own 25 dealerships across the country. Each dealership has its own

Salesforce org to keep its sales and service information separate from other dealerships. 

When someone orders a vehicle from the brand’s website, the manufacturer needs to see inventory across all its

dealerships and assign a vehicle to the new owner. It could accomplish this by keeping its dealer orgs separate, but

consolidating its data into a single org using multi-org visibility. All this is done using Heroku Connect, Heroku

Postgres, and Salesforce Connect.

Beyond retail applications, the corporate leadership team can see sales, service, and marketing metrics across all their

dealerships in a single dashboard. They can use this information to plan for their business as a whole. Multi-org

visibility enables businesses to have a clear view of their Salesforce data across all business units and take action on

this data.

 

Take action across orgs.

What can you do with the multi-org pattern?
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Chapter 5: Plan Your Patterns and
Untether Your Devs

What will you do with Heroku?

Devs like Heroku because it’s simple to use and flexible.

Decision makers like the results, security, and speed to

market. Implement your patterns and get ready to:

Speed up your delivery

Drastically reduce dev operation costs

Build more with small, efficient teams
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 Chapter 5: Pick Your Patterns and Untether
Your Devs

Do more in Salesforce without leaving a trusted environment.
  
Take the simplicity of the Heroku development experience and add tools that you know. Your devs can build how they

want with the tools they want. Heroku means they’ve got full flexibility and processing power at their disposal within

the trusted Salesforce environment.

Heroku patterns decrease your launch time and introduce new technology to your customers. With the integration of

Heroku, the Salesforce Platform has a new set of capabilities that lets you use the platform to do things that were not

possible before.

The Heroku patterns we’ve shared are just templates. Heroku use cases are endless, and the patterns can be combined

to accomplish just about anything. Once you've got these Heroku patterns up and running in your workflow, you’re

going to be able to lead your industry because it means that your development teams are untethered. They're going to

go faster. They're going to test more quickly. They're going to increase their speed to market, and they're going to build

the best, most modern, real-time customer-engaging connected experiences. 

Enable your developers to build, manage, and scale applications in any language. With the developer and data services

of Heroku as part of the Salesforce Platform, you can create an incredible experience for customers and then use it

anywhere and scale it to any demand.

Expand the Salesforce Platform with Heroku.

 

Patterns make everything possible.

Take a straightforward path from idea to application.
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